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***Depending on your ﬁxed screen model-the quantities of the plastic ﬁxing lugs may
different, please see stickers on each frame rail for the required quantities.***

6.

7.

4. Slide pla c snap lugs into the frame rails, see
es.
qua

ckers on each frame rail for the required
8.

Plastic Fixing Lug:

9.
5. Slide the metal corner pieces into the ends of the long frame rails.

together forming the assembled frame.

Now put all frame pieces

Screw in 4 corner screws into each corner of the frame, but do not ghten u l all corners
have been accurately aligned. Once all corners are accurately aligned ghten the screws.

10.

The upper and lower brackets are required to keep the screen frame from sagging with
the pull of the screen material. Screw the upper and lower brackets to the frame.
If you are planning on hanging the assembled screen frame, then install the two lifting
rings to the upper bracket now.

C. Fasten a screw at each of the four marks leaving about 1/4" (5mm) of screw
threads exposed.
D. Lift the screen frame brackets onto the screws making sure the screws align with
the notches in the brackets to safely and securely mount the screen to the wall.

mm

Mounting the screen to the wall
A. Determine where you would like to mount the screen to your wall. Choose two
notches in the upper bracket that you would like to use, and measure the distance
between the notches. This is measurement A. Using measurement A, mark the
measurements for the upper bracket on your wall making sure the marks are level.

Hanging the screen
A. Insert wire though the lifting rings, pull to the desired height making sure the screen
is level, and fasten in place. (Note: the proper wire and proper fasteners are not included.
If you are unable to safely and securely hang the screen, consult a professional.)

A

B. Measure on the frame the distance from the top of the upper bracket notch to the top
of the lower bracket notch for measurement B. Subtract 1/4" (5mm) from measurement B
for the measurement to mark for the lower bracket, this is shown by measurement C.
Verify the upper and lower marks align straight up and down vertically.

B
C

